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THE TEN LUCAN HYMNS OF THE NATIVITY IN 

THEIR ORIGINAL LANGUAGE. 

PROFESSOR C. C. ToRREY of Yale has recently produced good 
evidence to shew that St Luke made use of material couched in 
Palestinian Aramaic in the earliest chapters of the Acts of the Apostles.1 

I propose now to attempt to shew good reason for believing that in 
considerable sections at least of the Nativity chapters of his Gospel 
St Luke made use of material in the Hebrew and not in the Aramaic 
language. 

In the International Commentary on St Luke's Gospel (Plummer) p. 7, 
in the section on the first two chapters, we find the following somewhat 
remarkable statement, that ' the form of the narrative is strongly 
Hebraistic, so much so that one may be confident that he [St Luke] 
is translating from an Aramaic [sic] document '.2 It is hardly necessary 
to put in a caveat to the effect that Hebrew and Aramaic are two 
perfectly distinct, even if cognate, languages, and that, though they 
have much in common, they frequently differ in idiom as well as in 
vocabulary. 

It should be emphasized that traces of Aramaic idiom are desirable 
and necessary before one can be quite confident that one is dealing 
with a translation from Aramaic, and that likewise Hebraistic peculiarities 
of diction in a document may possibly point, not to an Aramaic, but to 
a Hebrew original. 

It must be granted, however, that it is not always easy to tell, in 
a good Greek translation, whether the original was in Hebrew or in 
Aramaic, as the phraseology of these two languages, which would most 
naturally be preserved in a translation, is very frequently common to 
both of them. 

There are nevertheless many more distinctively Aramaic usages in 
the New Testament than have as yet been adequately and properly 
recognized; and, on the other hand, there are certain neglected tests 
for Hebrew as distinct from Aramaic originals, which, in some cases, 
produce interesting and, I venture to hope, convincing results. The 
application of such tests as these latter I shall proceed to demonstrate 
i.n the case of Luke i and ii. 

1 The Composition and Date of Acts (Harvard Theological Studies). 
2 This might be thought to be a slip, but it was still unaltered in the reprint of 

the 4th edition 1905. 
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Let us first examine the Nunc Dimittis (Lc. ii 29-32). It has 

always been recognized that these words, spoken by the aged Simeon, 
were of the nature of a poem. It is also familiar to most students that 
portions of the first two chapters of Luke form easy exercises in Hebrew 
composition. What has, I believe, not hitherto been appreciated is 
the fact that the Nunc Dimittis, when translated into Hebrew with 
the closest regard for the order of the words as they are in Greek, 
and with as much literalness as is legitimate in rendering the 
peculiar idiom of one language into another, is found to be in regular 
Hebrew metre. The song in fact is made up of three trimeter 
couplets. 

1':!~l1 n~!?';l} i1J;ll1 } Nvv .i?rOAVHS -r6v SovA.6v O"ov, 

: c~~f ~~:,~ 1"1~1~ AI.O"?ro-ra, Ka-ra -r6 p~p.O. O"ov, lv dp~V[J· 
":JJ:)~r&; ~~~'P. ~~T~~ } ''On E!Sov oi IJcp()aA.p.o£ p.ov -r6 <Tw-r~pt6v O"OV 

: l:l 1~l1iT'f ~?.~~ J.;1'J~~n ''0 ~-ro£p.a<Ta> Ka-ra ?rpo<Tw?rov ?ravTwv n'Ov A.awv, 

l:l~'~iJ l"l'~~> ,,~ } <Pws ds <i?roKaA.vlfnv l.Bvwv 

: 11ijl1 '~1~~ l"l':}~~tl1 Kal S6gav A.aov <Tov 'I<Tpa~A.. 

In this translation (as frequently elsewhere in this article) I have 
followed Franz Delitzsch's Hebrew New Testament fairly closely, 
mainly because he can hardly be suspected of letting a bias in favour 
of the particular metrical theory, which is here accepted, affect his 
translation in these chapters. There is, moreover, quite clear internal 
evidence, patent to those who care to examine his Hebrew New 
Testament, that he was writing without regard to metre, and merely 
translating with great fidelity. 

I have in the above poem merely changed Delitzsch's i~~T;l to n~~ 
in the first line ; omitted his l"l~ 's in lines 1 and 3 as being inelegant ; 
omitted the relative in line 4 as being unnecessary in poetry and not 
often found in the Psalms ; and omitted ~~~v. in the fifth line as not 
being required by the Greek. 

The result, as has been shewn, is three trimeter couplets. 
It would seem quite impossible that such a result should be accidental. 

Something in the way of Hebrew parallels might be achieved in Greek, 
which would be still parallelism ofa kind when translated into Hebrew, 
but perfectly regular Hebrew metre for six consecutive lines grouped in 
couplets, as a result of a literal translation frorh the Greek, can mean 
but 'One thing, and that is, a metrical Hebrew original for the Greek. 
1 would, therefore, submit this result as good evidence that the 
Nunc Dimittis was originally written in Hebrew in accordance with 

T2 
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the canons of Hebrew metre 1 followed in the majority if not in all of 
the ancient Hebrew Psalms and Poems.2 

(i) The discovery of the regular metre is interesting as shewing that 
the knowledge of the rules of ancient Hebrew prosody had not been 
lost in the first century A. D., in spite of Josephus's statement regarding 
the metre of the Song of Moses at the Red Sea, which statement is so 
glaringly erroneous s that it suggests that though the fact that the 
Hebrew Old Testament Psalms and Poems were metrical was still 
remembered in his days, yet the knowledge of the actual old Hebrew 
metres had been entirely lost. 

The Nunc Dimittis proves on the contrary that the old metres were 
understood and were moreover still practised in some circles. 

(ii) Further, we are now able to correct Westcott and Hort in their 
arrangement of the first two lines of this song. It should be divided 
as shewn above, with tl(U"Trora at the beginning of the second line 
instead of at the end of the first. 

(iii) But what is perhaps most important is, that the fact of a Hebrew 
original for this poem throws light on the much disputed problem of 
the original language of Luke i and ii. It is a definite piece of 
evidence, so far as it goes, in favour of Hebrew, as against Aramaic. 
For if the poem be translated into Aramaic it shews no sign of any 
kind of recognized metre, nor of any poetic form, save a certain balance 
and parallelism, which is retained in some degree into whatsoever 
language it is rendered. 

As for Professor Burkitt's dictum 'that in the story of the Nativity 
(Lk. i and ii) ... the LXX and not any Hebrew or Aramaic document 
has perceptibly coloured the style and language of the whole narrative ',4 

1 The metrical theory.presupposed here is that based on the tonic as opposed 
to the syllabic system, which latter has now but few advocates. The former is 
the principle of measurement adopted by Julius Ley, Francis Brown, Harper, 
Cheyne, Duhm, Kittel, and Briggs, and seems to be destined to hold the field, 
although its application may perhaps be modified in detail. 

2 It is important to note that it is the presence of metre, not of parallelism, that 
this investigation brings to light.. Parallelism is by no means absent from the 
poems and hymns in these chapters of Luke, but it is for the most part incidental 
rather than an essential and predominating principle. On the other hand exactly 
the same kind of balance as takes the place of pure parallelism in the 'first two 
couplets of the Nunc Dimittis may be found in many places in the Psalter. They 
are particularly frequent in late Psalms. Apparently by N. T. times metre came to 
be the predominating principle of poetic form, while parallelism was relegated to 
quite a subordinate position. 

8 Josephus (Ant. ii 16. 4) states that it was in hexameter verse! The song, 
however, is clearly in tetrameter. It should, however, be observed that Josephus 
rightly describes the Song of Moses in Deut. xxxii as hexameter (Ant. iv 8. 40). 

• Gospel History and its Transmisston, p. 124. 
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it would seem to go by the board, in this particular instance, and as 
will presently be shewn in many other very considerable and important 
sections. It would require an exceedingly ingenious use of the LXX 
to produce a style and language which would result in a regular Hebrew 
metre when rendered practically literally into that language. 

Following up the clue which we have found, we are led to test the 
rest of the first two chapters for further signs of a metrical original 
when they are translated, or, as would really appear to be the case, 
retranslated in Hebrew. 

When this test is applied it becomes apparent that while none of the 
narrative matter resolves itself naturally into metre, though here and 

· there it is sufficiently poetic as to take on a certain parallelism of 
expression (e. g. ii 8), yet with comparatively few and slight exceptions 
practically everything which is spoken is in, verse and in regular metre. 

As the demonstration of this fact is of much importance with regard 
to the original language and source of the chapters in question (for the 
case of the Nunc Dimittis might be held by some to be exceptional), 
I propose to set it forth in some detail. 

In so doing we shall (a) discover the presence of several sections of 
verse not hitherto recognized as such. (b) We shall also confirm certain 
important cases hitherto in doubt or, at least, insufficiently recognized. 
Altogether it will appear that there are in all no fewer than ten distinct 
hymns or poems in these two chapters. (c) Further, we shall find new 
light thrown on the literary structure of the recognized songs, which 
will help us to modify the present arrangement of one or two of them 
at least in Westcott and Hort, &c. (d) And in general we shall find 
ourselves in possession of a new instrument for the literary criticism of 
the text. 

A. Luke i 14-17, The Proclamation o/ the Angel to Zachariah. This 
is not treated as a poem in either the Revised Version or in Westcott 
and Hort. Prof. Moffatt has, however, very rightly printed it as verse, 
probably in accordance with his plan of printing all parallelisms in the 
New Testament as verse, a plan which is in general most illuminating, 
though it has occasionally led him into the error of exhibiting the 
balance and apparent parallelisms of legal statements and logical 
arguments as poetry.1 

Rendered into Hebrew almost slavishly (again following Delitzsch 
fairly closely in the main) the passage runs as follows :-

;~~! i10'?~~ 1~-i1~01 } Kal ;(]"Tat xapa (]"0L Kat ayaAA.{a(]"t!>, 

: ;,;~~:t ~n'?¥'~ o~~11 Kal 7TOAAol E7Tt rfi yw((]"£L al'!Tov xap~(]"OJ11'aL' 
: i1,i1~ ~~~~ n;~~ ;;,~ ':P ~E(]"Tat yap piya> EVW7TLOV Kvp{ov. 

1 e. g. Rom. vi IS, 19 ; I Cor. vii 12, I3, IS; I Cor. xv 47-49• 
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nry~;-~~ . ~1~ ~~~1 } Kat oTvov Kat u{K£pa o11 p.~ 7r{TJ, 

~.?~; ~jj;liJ IJ~i1 Kat 7rV£vp.a-ror; &y{ov 7rA:quO~u£-rat, 
: i~t:t 19~f ~~jllf- tn (K KotA.{as p.'l'J-rp6s a&ov. 

~11$1~; ~~~'? l:l 1~11 } Kat 7rOAAovr; -rwv viwv 'Iupa~i\. 
: l:l(J~iJS~ mn~-~~ ::11~; 'E7rtCTTpllfrn £7rt Kvpwv -r6v 0£6v a&wv· 

l 1~~? '!.?~ N~M1 }. Kal a11-r6s 7rpod• .. £vu£Tat £vwmov a-tJ-rov 

in1~:1p~ ~1'1~~11$ IJ~if- 'Ev 7rv£vp.a-rt Kat 8vvap.n 'H.\£{a, 

tl1~f-~~ ni:Jtt-:J.? :JI~o? } 'Emu-rpllfrat Kap8£ar; 7raTlpwv £7rt T[Kva 

tl1i?1"!¥CI n~~:ll;1~ tl1"'!li:liJ1 Kat &.7r£t0£t<; (v cppov~CT£! 8tKa{wv, 

: m~.'? l:l~ Ml1'1 1 ~ "1 1'?P,O? 'E-rotp.auat Kvp{<e .\a6v KaT£CTK£Vaup.lvov. 

As can readily be seen it falls naturally into trimeters with the doubtful 
exceptions of the third and last lines, which go more easily and literally 
into tetrameters of a kind, but might possibly be respectively rendered 
as trimeters, thus :- · 

line 3 
and line 13 

MlMI IJ£)~ ,,li-I.:::J 

jpn~-l:ll) MlMI' "JI~l)M' 

It is to be observed, moreover, that neither of these lines belongs to 
a couplet. They are solitary lines in a collection of couplets, which 
makes one suspect that they may be glosses or later additions. 

Line 3 might easily be a correct explanatory gloss on the first couplet. 
Line 13, if it was originally trimeter and not tetrameter, might on the 

other hand have been the first line of a couplet, the second of which 
has now been lost. 

Line 6 is trimeter, but is also solitary. It is most probably a gloss, 
unless indeed, perchance, it is misplaced and originally made a couplet 
with line 3, thus :-

'For He shall be great before Jehovah 
While He is yet in His mother's womb.' 

If line 6 in disregard of metre be taken as part of line 5 it spoils the 
sense, not to speak of the balance, of an excellent antithetic couplet, 

' No wine nor strong drink shall He drink, 
But with the spirit of wisdom shall He be filled.' 

in which we have the same antithesis as in Eph. v 18 'Be not drunk 
with wine (wherein is excess), but be filled with the Spirit'. Apart 
from these three lines we have in the poem jive trimeter couplets. In 

·accordance with this finding verse r6 in Moffatt's translation, which 
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at present is represented as a single long and very clumsy line, should 
be represented as a couplet. Similarly wi~h verse 17. 

B. i 30-33. Gabriel's first address to Mary. This can, without 
much difficulty, be literally construed into five hexameter lines as 
follows:-

':'l~~ I t;1~~9 l!T'~ o~ll? '~l'T;l-~~ 
o•n"S~~t 

l!~~.~ ;~~ t;1~1~11 ~~-';11~'1 n1~·.-='I~D1 

~~t~~; li'?¥ 11~ 1 n;~; ~;,~ ~~i11 

l':;l~ ,n ~~:P 1 ~~-r~; t:J•;:6~ nm•, 

;n~::J?~~ 1 o~v? 'l"S~t: ::~,pv,~-n·~ "S111 
:ri?.·r·~ 

M~ cpof3ov, Mapufp., ({Jp£'> yap xapw I 
7rap0. -riiJ 8£¥· 

Kat ioov rro>J...~p.lfro lv yacrrpt Kat 
T£~ vi6v, l KaL KaA.Ecrns TO Ovop4 
a t.TOV 'lquovv. 

0 .. ~ , I , t\ ty.t,' l!'TO'i £CTTat jL£ya'> Kat VtO'> 't' tUTOV 
KA7]0~u£Tat, 

K ,~, ·~K' '()'I' at OWUH aVT'f' vpto<; 0 £0'> TOV 
Opr!vov Aavdo Tov TraTpo<> at.Tov, 

Kat f3autA£VU£t l1rt Tov oiKov 'laKw/3 
d., Tov<; aiwva<;, I Kat riJ<> {3autA£{a<; 
a&ov ot.K Zu,.at TtAo<;. 

The lines, as is so often the case with hexameters, are rather clumsy. 
It should be noted that the caesuras 1 fall in their right places. · It may 
he held however that the pause in the fourth line is too slight for 
a caesura, in which case the whole line might have to be rejected. 
The evidential value of this section is possibly not so strong as that of 
the two previous examples. 

W. H., R. V., &c. have failed to recognize these lines as constituting 
a poem. 

Moffatt rightly prints verses 32 and 33 as poetry, though verse 32, as 
he has it, should be broken up into four parts, not into two. Verses 30-
31, which Moffatt treats as prose, ought likewise to be printed as part 
of the poem by him and other New Testament editors. 

C. Gabriel's second address to Mary (i 35-37). This presents more 
difficulties. ' 

(a) It begins with a beautiful tetrameter synonymous couplet in 

1 The reader may be reminded that caesuras occur in the several metres as 
follows:-

tetrameter, after the 2nd beat. 
pentameter, ,, 3rd beat (there are a certain number of doubtful cases after 

hexameter, 
" 

the 2nd beat, which Briggs accepts). 
4th beat (also frequently, but less elegantly, after the 3rd 

beat). 
In pentameters and hexameters the caesura is de rigueur. In the tetrameter it is 

'·-optional. Practically all the caesuras shewn in the course of this article are 
preserved in the order of the Greek-an extraordinary piece of strong evidence 
in favour of my thesis. 
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which the parallelism is as perfect as the metre. It is strange that 
Moffatt has overlooked it. 

!J:~¥ ~\:lJ;1 ciJ~iJ tJ''"I } llv£Vfi-U aywv br£AOJU£Tat £7r2 u£, 

!J:~¥ '¥J;1 l''~¥ ti1':lt' Kal 8vvaf1-t> 'Yt{uTov bnuKtaun uot· 

The next line (the exact meaning 
poetry, whether it be rendered: 

t:l'~S~n~ ~":\~~ cii,~ ,;~~o-o2 1;\l.,l' 

or with Delitzsch : 

o'•:6~n~ ~1~: ,l~'o ci1~?-o~ l:!l-;l' 

of which is doubtful) is prose, not 

8t6 Kal T6 Y£VVWfi-£VOV iiywv KAr/N
U£Tat, v16<; Owv. 

Sto Kal T6 Y£VVWfi-£VOV aywv, KAYJ8~
U£Tat v16s Owv. 

Although it has five accents it is not pentameter, as there is no 
caesura, which is de rigueu.r in that metre. Moreover, it stands by itself, 
being grouped, neither in parallelism nor metre, with either what 
precedes or what follows. 

If the Hebrew be taken as a reliable criterion, this line would appear 
to be a later addition-an explanatory theological gloss. 

(b) The next lines resolve into two trimeter couplets as follows (or 
perhaps a trimeter quadruplet):-

!JlJ?i'"l~ ll~~,>~ il?.i!1 } Kal l8ov 'EA.nuaf3rr ~ uvn£v{s uov 

MJ;\~~lf. l;riiJ:;ljiJ ~,~-o~ Kal avrq uvvdA'YJ4l£v v16v lv y~p£t avT~s. 

,~~0 ci1hO M~-~n } Kal oV-Tos fi-~V tKTOS luTh' avTfj 

ii1~V, M~~~j~ ~~~ Ty KaAOVf1-lV'[J UT£{Pfl-• 

The change in metre is suitable, as the nature of the communication 
now made to Mary is of quite a different quality from that made in the 
tetrameter couplet. 

Gabriel's address closes with another line (v. 37), which has no 
fellow, and is of the nature of prose. It is almost an exact quotation 
from Gen. xviii 14, and shews signs of possible derivation from the 
LXX and not from the Massoretic text. 

Delitzsch renders it 
Gk. N. T. OTt oVK 

LXX !L~ 

M.T. 

a8vvaT~U£L 7rapa TOV ®wv 71"UV P~fi-U· 
a8vvaT£t 7rUpa TW ®£w P~!La ; 

""~:l"' nlil'~ ~se~n 
T T •• •• T •-: 

It would thus appear to be an illustrative quotation appended to the 
angel's speech after its translation into Greek. 
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D. Elizabeth's speech of welcome to Mary (i 42-45). This 1s treated 
as prose by R. V. and W. & H. 

Plummer in his St Luke (Int. Crit.) comments on it thus: 'It seems 
to have the characteristics of Hebrew poetry in a marked degree .... 
It consists of two strophes of four lines each.' He prints it in the 
Greek accordingly. 

(a) In Hebrew the first of these strophes runs as 'follows:-

t:l'~~~ T;l~ il~~,~ } EvA.oy'l}piv'f} uv lv yvvatf{v, 

: '!?.~~ '"l!;li '1~.,1~ Kat £vAoy'l}p.lvos o Kap1ros T~'> KotA.{as uov. 

11Nt •? ;;~!:?~ } Kat 1r6fhv p.ot TOUro 

: •?tt ·~1~-t:ltt il~ql~ ''Iva lAOv TJ p.frr'tJp Tov Kvp{ov p.ov 1rpos lp.l; 

As may be seen the strophe consists of tw? trimeter couplets. Moffatt 
has recognized the. first of these couplets, but not the second. He has 
not recognized the second strophe at all. At' first sight the third line 
appears to be weak, as ,; in poetry is almost always treated as enclitic. 
Here, however, it correctly takes an accent, as it is the most emphatic 
word in the line. 

(b) The second strophe appears thus in Hebrew:-

'~1~~ N1 'lDfl~ ;\p··~ ) [ ioov yap J ·n .. lyiv£TO TJ cpwv~ TOV au7ra-
.... , ' .,. ' 

J 
up.ov uov ns Ta wTa p.ov, 

: -~!:?~ ,~~lj ilJ;I'?~~ ,Pl~l 'EuK{pT'I}<T£V EV ayaAAt<l<T£t TO f3plcpos EV 
Tfj KOtA{'f p.ov. 

N.~J:'I N.~~ry·•~ il~''?~~lj '-:1~~1 } Kat p.aKap{a TJ 7rt<Tnvuaua 6n tuTat 
• T£A£{wuts 

: il'il' 11ttl:? i'l?·;~":!. "1~~ Tots A£AaA't]p.lvots avTij 1rapd. Kvp{ov. 

It will be found that the metre has changed to tetrameter, and that 
the strophe consists of two synthetic couplets. 'ISov yap, as Plummer 
has not realized, is not properly part of the strophe, but is merely the 
connecting link, probably editorial, with the preceding strophe. In the 
Greek and the various versions it should be printed accordingly. 

E. The Magnificat (i 46-55) appears in Hebrew as follows:-

(a) [·~S~] mil• -~~~ ill;~i } M£yaA.vvn TJ tf!vx~ p.ov TOJ! Kvpwv[ ], 

: ~~~; 'iJ~N~ I ''!~., ;~J;ll Kat ~yaAA.{au£v To Trv£vp.a p.ov I bt 
T'iJ ®£'iJ T'iJ <TWT~p{ JJ-OV. 

\11~~ '~R1 ill$1 il~q ~~ } "On lTri{3A.£tf!£v E7rt ~v Ta7r£{vwutv 
T~> OOVA'f}> avTov, 

: ~~~,¥i~; ;,;-,:,-;f I ilJ;ll'l:? il?.i!1 'ISov yap &Tro Tov vvv I p.aKapwvu{v 
• ""' c , p.£ 1rauat at y£v£at · 
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(b) 
: ior t!ii1~1 Kat flyt.ov TO OVOJLU aVToV, 

I '"]~ ·~-n~~ ni~i,~ ·~ l·on £7rO(YJfrEV pm JLfyaAa 0 8vvar6~, 

I ,\,! ,\,? '"'9t11 Kat To lAw~ a~rov d~ '}'£V£oS Kat 
'}'£V£0S 

: ,'tt'}~ •.?P, TOt~ cpof3ovJLEVOL~ a~r6v. 
I illip it~~ ni,~::t~ 'E7rO['I}fr£V Kparo~ £v f3pax£ovt avrov, 

(C~9? nit:l!l?:;l) : !:l'~H ~f;l 8t£frKop7rtfr£V V7r£p'l)cpavov~ ( 8ta-

I CJ;)~!ll:P'? C':;J'"!~ 01~ 
: C'~::ll!i C,,, . . 

• T : ,.T_ I ::tb-~.~ C':;lV.1 

: c~''} n~~ C'"l'r?P,'! 

vo[Cf Kap8[a~ a~rwv)· 

KalMA£V 8vvaa-ra~ &.7ro Bp6vwv 
Kal. llfwo-£v Ta7r£LvoVs-, 

Ilnvwvra~ £ve7rA'I)a-£v &.yaBwv 
Kat 7rAovrovvms £ta7rea-ntll.£v 

K£V01J~. 

: ,,on, ,l3lS 
I i"':"tl1 ,~,~~~ '1~~ I 'AvT£A0.{3£TO 'Ia-pa~A 7rat8os avrov, 

JLV'I}a-B~vat £Aeov~, 
T-:- :· .I ~)'tl;,.~-~~ ;,~1i' KaBws £>..a>..'l}a-£v 7rpos rovs 7rarepas 

J 
-Y]JLwv, 

rei) 'Af3paaJL Kat r<(J a-7rEpJLaTL 
, ..... , ' , .... avrov £t<; rov atwva. 

(a) The first four lines form a stanza made up of two tetrameter 

couplets. ·~'S~ has had to be supplied to the first line, as some such 
word appears to have fallen out. The Infinite Absolute n~q in the 
third line is not represented in the Greek text, although it appears in 
both the Hebrew and LXX of the passage from which the line is 
derived (I Sam. i I I). As it is the same as the finite verb following, 
when unpointed, it might very easily have dropped out. Delitzsch 
renders iltt1 ,i?~, which would still make the line tetrameter without 
il~1. 

(b) The prevailing metre of the next seven lines is pentameter. The 
third line, then, has two words in excess ; if they are removed as a gloss 
they leave an excellent pentameter with the caesura in the right place 
after the third beat. 

The stanza would seem to have been composed of three pentameter 
couplets, whkh leaves one line over. 

If the right of any of the lines to a place in the original stanza has to 
be queried, it must either be line 3 or line 5 ; the former because, as 
has been pointed out, it requires docking of two words, the latter, 
because it has a weak caesura, the break coming after the second 
instead of after the third beat, a rare and unpleasant phenomenon in 
pentameters. 

Both of these lines, however, make excellent parallels to line 4, and 
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neither could be well spared. 
up into three short sections, 
a triplet, and a final couplet. 
irregular. 

Perhaps the stanza should be broken 
consisting r,espectively of a couplet, 
This, however, would be unusual and 

Another way out of the difficulty would be to group line 3 with 4, and 
line 5 with 6, and to excise the last line, which has a weak caesura, and is 
somewhat prosaic and might well be a gloss. 

Altogether, though the evidence of a metrical original is very strong, 
there are more irregularities of metre and structure in this poem, in its 
present form, than in those we have previously examined. 

F. The Benedictus (i 68-69), when reduced into Hebrew, is seen to 
have been constructed as follows :-

(a) ~\'n~; 1 \!~~ 1 i11i11 '!]~if. EvA.oy~To> Kvpws b ®£o> Toll 'I<rpa~A., 

(b) 

(c) 

1 n~1E} ;S-n?~~1 I ;~~ 1i2E}-'~ ·oTL E7r£t:rK/.lfraTO Kat erro{~<T£V AVTpw
O"LV T<f Aaci) aVToV, 

n~~l!i; i18 I ~)? l:l':}!1 Kat ~ynp£V Kf.pas <TWTwCas ~p.'iv .•• 
: ''tt?.~-;,~ 1~~~ I ~)~~;~':? 2 ~)V.~'1 lwT~pCav u exOpwv ~p.wv Kat EK 

xnpo> TraVTWV TWV fJ-LfJ"OVVTWV ~p.as, 

~)11)\::t~-l:ll! 1g1J n\~) } ITotl}<TaL ~AW> fUTa TWV TraTf.pwv ~p.wv 
lei;~ M11f- "1\:!li~1 Kat p.v~<r0l}vat ~na0~K~> ay{as avTov, ••• 

10~-~~f ~)? nl)? } Toll oovvaL ~p.tv &.cp6f3w> 

~)~~;~ 1:'.1? ~~~i!? 'EK X£Lpo> £x0pwv {JVu0£vra> 

i1~1P~ .,~~:t i"l:t~? } AaTp£V£LV avT<{I lv but6T~TL Kat OLKaw<rVvn 

: ~)'~0 11;?;-~~ ,~~~? 'Evwrrwv aVTOV rrauaL> TaL> ~p.f.paL> ~p.wv. 
1:-t':}~J;l ~~?¥ i:ot'~t I 1?z ·1~~ l:l~) Kal uv Of., rrat8tov, 

n~~? 1 mn~ 1?.~~ ['ltt?~:P] '!J~D-~~ 
rrpocp~T~> 'Ytf!CuTov KA~O~uy. 

ITporrop£vuy yap lvwrrwv KvpCov 
fTOLp.auaL boovS awov, 

Tov oovvaL yvwuw <TW~p{as Tc'i) A.ac'i) 

'l;)i"l 

no~~9~ ~~~? n~~I;I n~1 ' 'nl)~ 
on~nt-twn 

·.: .. -

n~~ ~)1~~ I ~)~\!~~ 1;?,~ ~r:?r)1f-~ 
3: l:li"l!f~ 

1 Or my~ n'1!:l C'l11' 1i'!:l-1:l. 

aVToV 
€v ticp£u~t. O.p.afJTtWv aVTWv, 

ALa urrA.ayxva f.A.f.ovs ®wv ~p.wv, 
lv ors e7rLUKEtf£T«L ~p.as avaTOA~ 

£~ vtf!ovs. 

2 Or, more literally i1l1~17\ -
_s I am inclined to think that the order of the two halves of this line may have 

originally been reversed, and that it then ran thus-lon"l::tll:l'iOO no'lt U'1i'!lC' 

'~~n~tot '10n. This order may have been altered in view of the addition of (d). 
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n~9~~1 ':J~M ~~~~~ ,~~Q~ } 'Em1>avat TOtS (v a-K6T£t Kat (TKt~ 8avaTOV 
Ka8rn.t£vots, : c,,~ 111.-s~ ~J'.~t1 r_;~o? Toil Ka'Tev8vvat 'TOVS 7rollas ~JLWV eis bllov 

· , eip~VYJS· 

The poem is found to break up into four strophes each with its own 
metre:-

(a) Four Tetrameter lines. 
(b) Three Trimeter couplets. 
(c) Four Hexameter lines. 
(d) One Tetrameter couplet. 

As regards (a) it should be noticed:-

(i) that the caesuras come in their proper places, 

(ii) that lv otK<p ~avetll 7ratoos avTov} v. 6 (b) 
~.,,~ .,~., n~:l:l 9 

has been excluded as a gloss which spoils the metre. Verse 70 
(Ka8ws (AaA:qa-ev Sta (T'TOJLU'TOS 'TWV &:y{wv &.7r' aiwvos 7rp01>YJTWV avTov) 
has been omitted likewise as a piece of prose which did not belong to 
the original poem. Nothing could make the line rhythmical except 
the ingenious but preposterous method employed in so-called metrical 
chants, which would be equally successful in dealing with a sentence 
out of a leading article. 

As regards (b), as a stanza it cannot originally have stood by itself. 
Either the original beginning of it has been lost, or else it simply 
depends on the previous stanza, though in the best style of Hebrew 
verse each stanza is self-contained and independent of what precedes 
or follows, even though it may be closely related. 

As in stanza (a) a line, v. 7 3 opKOV Sv WJLO(TEV 7rpos , A(3paaJL 'TOV 7raT£pa 

~J.Lwv (~J~~tt !:lQ1f~-'~ ll~~~ ~~ i1:{'J:l~i}-n~), is excluded as being more 
of the nature of prose than poetry. Its presence may be easily accounted 
for as a gloss on n~"]f in line z. 

Otherwise the six lines are good and balance one another closely. 
The initial ' in each line should be noticed as well as also the ending 
~J1-..- in three out of the six lines. 

(c) The character of the poem changes at this point, and it is quite 
probable that we may have here what was originally a separate poem. 
The second line is weak as a hexameter, and it is possible that a word 
may have been lost in transcription of the Hebrew. I would suggest 

~t:t~~~ as having slipped out after !J?JJ ~~. All the caesuras are legiti
mate. The fourth line is the object of the third, thus-' To give 
knowledge of salvation, &c., viz. that the Branch has visited us.' 
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(d) This is a tetrameter couplet apparently dependent on the pre
_ceding stanza, much in the same way as (b), is dependent on (a). The 
same criticism applies to it. The beauty and perfection of its balance 
and parallelism should be noted. 

Taking the poem as a whole, I would remark that its appearance 
in its Hebrew form suggests its having been originally constructed 
from portions of more than one poem. But even if it were originally 
written as one complete whole, we can see that the poet has used 
a certain licence and looseness with regard to his structure, and that 
he has not altogether adhered to the best type of Hebrew poetry as 
regards at once the correlation and the independence of his stanzas . 

. It is possible that this may be due to what Dr Plummer suggests, 
viz. 'that the poet has modelled himself on the Prophets rather than on 
the Psalmists'. The Prophets certainly took more liberties with the 
artificialities of structure than did the Psalmists. The style of Hebrew 
suggests too, even more than the Greek does, that the poem was in 
part at least derived from a different source from the rest of the songs 
and poetical addresses. 

G. The address of the angel to the shepherds (ii 10-12). This is 
not printed as verse in either R.V., W. H., or Moffatt, probably because 
the parallelism is not particularly obvious. When translated into Hebrew, 
however, it is seen to be in three tetrameter couplets as follows :-

0~~~ iW~"? I '~?~-'f ~~l'J;l-S~ ) M~ cpo(3£'irr(h, l8oi. yap I £flayy£'AtCop.at 
l vp.'iv 

: l:l¥T'1~ n~~i;l I n~~,~ not?~ J Xapav P.£YaA7JV I -ilrt'> lrrrat 7ravrl r<i) 
A.a<i). 

~~~ o,~iJ [ l:l~~ ,~~---'~ } •o,.t lrlxB'YJ vp.'iv I rr~p.£pov rrw~p 
: ,,1"! i'l!~ 1 nw IJ'~ ·o., lrTTtv XPtrrro" K'llpw<> 1 £v ~'A£i: 

Aav£{8. 

~~~J;l n\~v I l:l~~ nn } Kat TOVTO vp.'iv I !T7JJ1-€WV £Vp~rr£T£ 
: O~::t~:p n~~~ I '!?~!? ,~31 Bplcpos lrr7rapyavwp.lvov I Kat K£{p.£VOV 

lv cp&:rry. 

It is to be observed that the caesuras fall naturally in the right 
places, ·the only one that might be challenged being that in the first 
line. 

In the first couplet it will be seen that the relative supplied by the 
translator was probably unnecessary and erroneous, and tha~ the Greek 
translation ought to have run Xapa p.£yci.A.7J lrTTat KTA. The lines should 
be rendered in English in accordance with the Hebrew 

' Fear not, for behold I bring you good tidings, 
Great joy there shall be for all the people.' 
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In the second couplet it may be noted incidentally that a Hebrew 
unpainted original for the curious phrase Xptcrros Kvpws gets rid of the 
difficulty at once. For nli1' n•eoo might be translated either as Xpturo<; 
Kvp{ov or as Xpturos Kvpw<;. The former is obviously the right transla
tion. The phrase, then, means the Messiah of Jahveh, in other words 
the Lord's Anointed'. 
The third couplet shews that \V. H. and the various English versions, 

not to mention others, have been wrongly pun~tuated. This is due to 
the fact that the translator of the Hebrew into Greek has omitted 
to supply a relative after ro UYJp.£'iov (11'~0), which relative has quite 
properly been left to be understood in the Hebrew original. The 
couplet now reads 

'And this is to you the sign (which) ye shall find, 
A swaddled babe, lying in a manger.' 

H. The Song of the Angelic Host (ii 14). This can only be translated 
in Hebrew as a couplet. The triplet 

1 o,;:iS~.~ o•oi.,w::~ .,;::l!l 

1 ~~'~- rlt$~; 
: ji:t; o·~~~~ · 

could be supported by none of the canons of Hebrew verse. As 
a couplet the present text wmdd read as follows :-

!:1•;:6~.~ !:i'Y,lh!f~ '1i::lf } ~o~a lv vif!£urots fMf 

: j\:t; '!?t~tf !:1\,~ r';lt$~~ Kat l"ll"t "'/~'> £ip~VYJ lv &vOp.::."ll"ot<; £fJ8oK{a<;. 

At a stretch the second line might be counted as a trimeter, but it is 
exceedingly clumsy and heavy. 

If it may be taken for granted in view of what we have found else
where in these chapters, that we may expect to find here a regular 
metre, then we may suggest with some confidence that originally the 
song ran thus :-

!:i';:J~I:ot.~ !:li""\!f~ '1\::lf } ~9~a £v vif!{crrot<; 8£ii> 

: o·~~~~ oiS~ t';lt$~~ Kat l"ll"t ris £ip~VYJ £v &vOp.::."ll"ot<;;. . 

It would, then, seem that £MoK£as had been added interpretatively to 
&vOp.::."ll"ot<; to further define it in much the same way, e. g. as r't> "ll"vo5p.an 
has apparently been added in Matthew's version to the broad general 
statement p.ad.pwt oi "li"Twxo£ (Matt. v 33). The fact of the variant 
readings in the Greek would support this theory. The omission of 
£MoK{as improves the balance, !:1'~~~ being a much better parallel to 
!:1';:-t~~ than is jllf") '!?iJ~. It should further be noticed how euphonious 
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the lines now are, extraordinarily so if £v vt/J{crTot<; be translated 0\"'11?~ 
instead of l:l 1 1;)\i!f~ (see Del.) as it legitimately may. 

I. and J. The Nunc Dimittis we have already examined. It will be 
found, further, that the prophetic words of Simeon's address to the Virgin 
(ii 34-36) although they are not exactly lyrical are yet metrical. 

1'11;'~i'J;l~1 ~?~.~?~ I ,~~0 1'1.fi1~1! ) 'IIloi. o~TO<; K£tTat d<; 7rTWcrtv Kat &.vacrTacrtv 

: i1~1'1'? rm~~ I ~~1F~1 c:~1~ Ilo.Uwv £v Tci) 'Icrpa~>.. Kat d<; CTTJP-£LOV 
tivnA£y6/l-£VOV. 

:r:;o ii:lt;Jl] '1~~~1 T;1~-o~1 } Kal crov avT7}<; T~V tfrvx~v 8t£Anlcr£Tat 
po/l-cpa{a, 

: l:l 1~1 nb:t~ ni:l~t;Jl;l ni,~1!~ •o1!'w<; &v ti1!'oKaAvcp8w(rtV fK 1!'0AAWV Kap
Stwv cnaAoytcrP-o£. 

As may be seen they form two tetrameter couplets, the balance of 
which is more apparent than the poetic parallelism. The succession 
of words ending in n\ in the last line should be noted. 

This practically closes our investigation. We have now dealt with 
all the sayings as distinct from the narrative matter, with exception of the 
brief sentences in the conversations of the Angel Gabriel with Zechariah 
and with the Virgin Mary, and in the dialogue between Mary and our 
Lord in the Temple, as these are for the most part too short for one 
confidently to pronounce them to be metrical. 

In the latter case Mary's words may possibly have originally been 
a pentameter couplet, and our Lord's reply in the form of a trimeter 
triplet, but these cases are doubtful and can hardly be pressed. On 
the other hand they cannot safely be claimed as non-metrical prose. 
To sum up, I venture to suggest that I have made good my thesis, 
that the speeches and songs, ten in number, which are recorded in 
these two chapters, were originally written in the Hebrew language; and 
further, that in metre, balance, and structure they must have been 
composed in accordance with what are now generally agreed to have 
been the canons of ancient Hebrew prosody. They adhere, in fact, 
even in their present form, more closely to those canons than do many 
of the Psalms and Poems in the Old Testament, most of which have 
suffered, more or less, as regards literary form, at the hands of scribes 
and glossators. 

What may be the significance, as regards historical criticism of the 
fact that, even apart from the four recognized songs, the great mass of 
the spoken matter was originally written in verse, I do not now propose 
to discuss. 
-,_ Something, however, must be said as to the bearin~ of these facts on 
the original language of the narrative portions. 
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Had the four songs alone been found to be translations from Hebrew, 
it might have been urged (as on other grounds has been suggested by 
Spitta) that they were not an integral part of the narrative, and that, at 
all events, they probably had not been composed by the writer of the 
narrative, but had merely been included by him in his history. Certain 
of the spoken portions are, however, so closely bound up with the actual 
narrative, e. g. the Angel Gabriel's addresses to the Virgin Mary, Eliza
beth's welcome to Mary, the Angelic address to the Shepherds, that it 
is very difficult to believe that they ever existed apart from the narrative 
matter ; while it is, on the other hand, exceedingly unlikely that, if 
any of these were written by the writer of the prose narrative, he wrote 
his prose in Aramaic, though he wrote his verse in Hebrew. 

It would be even absurd to suggest that the narrative matter was 
originally Greek, though the spoken words were at first written in 
Hebrew. 

Unless, then, definite proof of distinctive Aramaic is found in the 
narrative portion, it may reasonably be taken for granted that it was 
originally in the same language as both songs and speeches. In other 
words the Hebrew original of the latter is strong proof presumptive of 
the Hebrew original of the whole. 

R. A. AYTOUN. 

COMPOSITION AND DICTATION IN NEW 
TEST AMENT BOOKS. 

RECENT criticism has enabled us in some degree to see the writers 
or compilers of the Synoptic Gospels and of Acts at their study tables, 1 

so to speak, and to visualize the processes whereby one papyrus
sheet might be attached to another, anecdote to anecdote, or whereby 
there might be inserted in the half-completed roll of the book some 
'great interpolation' perhaps newly come to hand, written upon a 
Top.o'> 2 or 'length' of sheets, or, later on, whereby the whole might be 
harmonized by notes of date or time, and by other editorial touches ; 
all these and other allied processes by which the said books took their 
present shapes are becoming daily more familiar to us. 

When we turn to other N. T. works the problem is not quite so 
simple. How were they actually set down? What was the actual 
method? 3 

1 Not literally; see Birt Die Buchrolle in der Kunst p. 2 (quoted by Sanday in 
Oxford Studies in the Synoptic Problem). 

2 Birt op. cit. p. 35· 
3 Sanday op. cit. gives a partial answer, on general lines, so far as 'pens, ink, 


